RTX-9 PRODUCT OVERVIEW

All Purpose Automotive Cleaner-Degreaser

This is the only cleaner you need.

RTX-9 all-purpose cleaner-degreaser has the power to replace 11 different products. No longer do you need a separate floor cleaner, toilet bowl cleaner, child seat cleaner: RTX-9 does it all. From automotive interiors to exteriors, cleaning the floor of the auto bay to cleaning the countertop in the public restroom, this product delivers. Simplify your supplies; rely on RTX-9 to do it all.

The power behind RTX-9 is what makes it our flagship product. It was engineered specifically to meet the maximum-cleaning power requirements of Hertz, while at the same time being 100% work safe and environmentally friendly.

Features:

- No Personal Protective Equipment Required
- Biodegradable
- Only 22 g/L VOC’s at Full Strength, Undiluted
- Hypoallergenic
- Non-Flammable

For a free trial sample, call 1-800-252-1114 or email sales@bradley-systems.com!
RTX-9 SPECS & APPLICATIONS

Applications:
- Car and bus interiors and exteriors
- Wheels, engines, bumpers and grilles
- Steering wheels and dashboards
- Floors and carpets
- Child car seats
- Equipment
- Mops, sinks and toilets
- Soap scum
- Public use areas

Usage Directions (RECOMMENDED DILUTIONS):

To Clean:
- Bugs and bird droppings: 5:1
- Tires and Wheels: 5:1
- Door Jambs: 40:1
- Stainless Steel: 5:1
- Laundry: Add 2 tbsp. to top loader
- Engines, conventional ovens, air conditioning coils, grease and air filters, grills, range hoods, stove tops, showers, sinks, tires, toilets, tools, tool boxes, utensils, vents: Use undiluted... spray with RTX-9. Let sit for 90 seconds and rinse with high pressure water.

Carpet & Upholstery:
- For Spot Cleaner: 1:1
- Plastic and vinyl: 50:1
- For extraction machines: From 20:1 to 50:1
- Leather: Dampen a dry towel with RTX-9 and wipe leather clean

Auto Washing:
- Automated Car Wash System: 383:1

Bus, Truck and Train Washing:
- For Exteriors: 32:1
- For Interiors: 40:1
- Floors: 20:1

Available Configurations:

- 32 oz bottle (case of 12)
- 1-gallon (case of 4)
- 5-gallon pail starter kit*
- 5-gallon pail refill (case of 4)
- 55-gallon drum*
- 55-gallon drum refill
- 275-gallon tote*

* Available ready-to-use or Enviro-Shipped (condensed formulation)

For pricing, more information and to order: call 1-800-252-1114 or email sales@bradley-systems.com.